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Abstract—Most high performance computing clusters are
nowadays composed of large multicore machines that expose
Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA), and they are interconnected using modern communication paradigms, such as Remote
Direct Memory Access (RDMA). In this work we perform a
study outlining the performance impact of these two technologies,
NUMA and RDMA, when combined. Findings show that system’s
software architecture should be designed for NUMA and RDMA;
otherwise major performance penalties occur.
Index Terms—Non-uniform Memory Access, Remote Direct
Memory Access, Distributed Systems

I. I NTRODUCTION
High performance distributed systems are commonly developed relying on the message passing programming model,
in which data is sent between nodes via messages. Message
passing allows for easy interaction and clear abstraction,
but performance suffers from required computation by both
participants in the communication. In contrast, the shared
memory programming model in distributed systems enables
programmers to access memory address space that is shared
across nodes, thus nodes can access remote memory as if it
were local.
These programming models were clearly separated until
the adoption of RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access)
motivated a hybrid model combining the strengths of shared
memory and message passing [1]. In RDMA, a network
interface controller (NIC) communicates directly with the host
memory controller, enabling access to remote memory without
involving the remote CPU, called one-sided interaction. Onesided communication enables algorithmic innovations [1]–[3]
and reduces overhead, therefore lower latency and higher
throughput.
The advantage of avoiding allocating OS resources to handle
remote memory requests can disadvantage performance when
machines equipped with RDMA have NUMA (Non-Uniform
Memory Access) [4] architectures. NUMA causes memory
access latency to vary depending on physical location of the
requested memory. Message passing systems avoid costs by
pinning data and threads to the same NUMA zone as the NIC
[5] and using NUMA-aware data structures for processing [6].
However, one-sided communication conceals memory access
patterns from the remote node and hinders mitigating the
adverse effects of NUMA.
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II. M ETHODOLOGY
Our goal is to isolate performance penalties produced by the
interaction between NUMA and RDMA, identify their causes,
and deliver guidelines for developing applications that use onesided transports. Note that any multicore computing node hosting more than one CPU-socket currently deploys NUMA, and
that any state-of-the-art high performance distributed testbed
leverages RDMA [7], [8]. To the best of our knowledge, our
investigation is the first of its kind.
We target applications with concurrent machine-local and
RDMA accesses, including distributed graph processing, realtime data analytics, and transactional systems that co-locate
serving threads with application threads [2], [5], [9].
In the following we report the highlights of our findings for
one-sided RDMA interaction on NUMA machines. NUMAlocal refers to resources in the NIC’s NUMA zone; NUMAremote refers to any other NUMA zone. For our tests we use
a Mellanox ConnectX-3 network adapter [10] and nodes with
two Intel Xeon E5-2650v2 processors totaling 32 logical cores.
•

•

•

RDMA reads and writes respond differently to NUMAremote memory. Under no machine-local load, RDMA
writes are faster than reads. But, when machine-local
write load is high, client read throughput for NUMAremote memory is up to 3.7x better than writes.
Local worker thread location matters, even when data
is NUMA-local. Compared to no worker NUMA policy,
NUMA-local RDMA writes show 3.6x - 5x improvement
in throughput with all worker threads running on NUMAlocal cores.
After initialization, shared memory buffer pages needed
by RDMA are locked and cannot be moved across
NUMA zones; OS cannot enable policy for NUMA
access optimizations [11], therefore applications must decide where RDMA-accessed shared memory is allocated
a priori.

Our research enables the full exploitation of RDMA with
NUMA machines.
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